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Are there flanges on the 
rear cross members

START

Does the rear cross member
protrude beyond the side rails

yesNo does it have 2 rivet
front corner

reinforcing members
yes

first run.
no survivors known 1908

(this chart may not work
if you don't start from the beginning.)

No
(4 rivet front corner
reinforcing member)

are the holes for the dash
in the top rail only? 1914 - mid 1916

does the rear fender bracket 
also support the body. yes 1909 - 1910

1910 - 1913

no
(seperate, cast, riveted 

brackets for body mount)

Does the rear cross member
protrude more than approx 4"
beyond the side rails

No

Yes
(the cross member protrudes 
approx 10"past the side rails)

yes

no,
(brackets bolted to side of side
rail butholes supplied for both

side and topmount brackets for
a while)

are there any holes for the
battery box, cable bracket, and

starter switch

no mid 1916 - 1918

are there any holes(top &
bottom) for pressed metal
running board brackets?

no 1919 - 1921

yes

yes
but holes supplied for both

top and bottom mount 
& 3 rivet side mount until

sometime in 1923

are there 2 rivets in each end of
hand brake quadrant ?

yes 1923 - 1924
No

1 rivet each end

1925

no 1926

1927

FORD MODEL T
WHAT YEAR IS THAT FRAME ?

Note:     dates are not exact, 
Fiscal years began in about August
Changes were phased in.

yes

is the hole for the front hood
clip elongated?

no 1921-June 23
                   yes,
changed from circular to 
elongated 10th Jun 1923
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